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Cargopak Ltd
new sales, rental and repairs

Cargopak
Cargopak is ranked among Europe’s premier suppliers of metal and plastic based
materials handling equipment. Located near Nottingham in the centre of England, our
Headquarters are ideally positioned to service both our UK and increasingly our
international customers.
In addition to our UK factory we are able to offer equipment from our own dedicated
Chinese factory and partner production facilities in Europe. This enables Cargopak to
offer the full range of quality products while maintaining its competitive position.
Whether you require standard Roll Containers readily available from our large stock
holding, or Roll Containers manufactured to your specification, we can meet your needs.
We can manufacture equipment to your required specification or make use of our
in-house design capabilities to provide you with a bespoke solution to your Roll
Container, Laundry Cage, Stillage or Trolley requirements.

Rental
Cargopak offer an extensive range of
materials handling equipment for
rental. Our range includes Roll Cages,
Garment Rails, Plastic Trays and
Containers amongst other products.
We can also provide a bespoke
product service to meet your specific
requirements. Equipment is available
Cargopak New Head Office, Tuxford, Nottinghamshire
for both short and long term rental as
well as lease purchase. Our large fleet ensures that stock is readily available for
delivery the same or next day and rented for as long as you require.

Repair
Cargopak provide a repair and maintenance service. Our National Repair Centre is well
equipped to receive and repair your damaged cages and stillages. We can offer an
on-going repair and maintenance programme for your materials handling equipment.
Regular maintenance not only ensures that Roll Containers are fit for purpose, but
more importantly reduces the risk of injury and other health and safety issues. Another
important advantage of pro- active repairs is that equipment utilisation is maximised,
reducing the cost of down- time associated with damaged equipment.
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Cargopak Ltd
new sales, rental and repairs

UK Manufacture
Experience
Our manufacturing team’s combined 50 years production experience allied with modern
fully equipped production facilities enable Cargopak to offer a wide range of materials
handling products. The combination of our knowledge and our top class production
facilities means that our quality and service are setting the benchmark for the industry.
Production
Our UK factory concentrates on the production of samples, prototype development,
production of lower volume specialised products and assembly of all Chinese produced
large volume orders. In addition all our design and R&D is carried out in the UK by our in
house engineering team.
Customers
Cargopak can count among its customers
many of the leading UK Supermarkets,
National Retailers, Distribution and
Logistics companies. We are the leading
supplier of Roll Containers to the UK
laundry and work-wear sector; we also
successfully supply this sector across
Europe and the Middle East. Furthermore, we supply a range of customers within the
Parcel, Post Delivery, Automotive and Food Service industries.
Process
Rigorous attention to detail and quality
control best describes the Cargopak
approach to our production process.
Irrespective of whether the goods are
produced in our UK or Chinese Factories,
the same standards and philosophy apply.
Everyone at cargopak endorse and lead our commitment to quality and service and this
is shown from the moment the first CAD drawing is generated, to the moment that you
the customer take delivery of the goods.
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Cargopak has a long history of co-operation with Chinese
manufacturing companies having imported units from
China for many years.

Cargopak China

Cargopak China

The factories we selected as partners have developed and
grown with us and are modern fully equipped plants including robot welders, mesh
making machines, wire forming and powder coating plants.
As part of our commitment to quality and in line with our responsibilities as
a supplier we have our factories independently audited by a respected Inspection
company. This ensures fair treatment and safe working conditions for all our
employees and also encourages better quality production through more responsible
working practices.

Our UK Production Management team control the whole process, and make regular
visits to the factories with our local Senior Inspectors to check all of the units throughout
each stage of the production process.
Nothing leaves the Chinese factory without sign off from the UK Production Manager,
this ensures not only that the units are fully to the specification, but also that they
maintain our high standard quality finish.
A recent development is that we have a full time representative based in china to cover
enquiries for the area of China, HK, Singapore and the rest of the Asian region.
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Rental / Repair

Rental
Cargopak is the simplest and easiest hire company to use, we have no jargon filled
contracts, or hidden charges and only the most up to date equipment.
Cargopak offer an extensive range of materials handling equipment for rental. Our range
includes Roll Cages, Garment Rails, Plastic Trays and Containers amongst other
products. We can also provide a bespoke product service to meet your specific
requirements.
Equipment is available for both short and long term rental as well as lease purchase.
Our large fleet ensures that stock is readily available for delivery the same or next day
and rented for as long as you require. Renting equipment eliminates many of the
problems associated with ownership. If you wish to take ownership of the equipment but
do not have the capital available then a lease purchase option may be your chosen
route. Repair and maintenance can be included in your rental agreement along with
asset protection and loss provision options.

Repair
Cargopak provide a repair and maintenance service. Our National Repair Centre is well
equipped to receive and repair your damaged cages and stillages.
Regular maintenance not only ensures that Roll Containers are fit for purpose, but more
importantly reduces the risk of injury and other health and safety issues. Another
important advantage of pro- active repairs is that equipment utilisation is maximised,
reducing the cost of down- time associated with damaged equipment.
Although based in the Midlands, we offer UK wide coverage for any customer requiring
on site repairs. Our on-site service is undertaken by our team of experienced cage
repairers in line with your sites operating guidelines. Additionally all works are
documented and approved daily.
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Innovation and design
Innovation is defined as a new method, idea or product. As befits the ethos of a dynamic
and progressive company such as Cargopak new methods, ideas and products are
second nature to us. Couple this to our experience and our in-house CAD design
resource we have the ideal formula to provide our customers with unique bespoke
design solutions.
Product development

Innovations / Progress

Cargopak a bright future

Through close co-operation and understanding of our customers operational
environments we are continually developing. New products include;

•

Our new range of Internet Picking Trolleys

•

Our truly market leading Plastic Based A Frame Roll Cage

•

Our bespoke designed Automotive Roll Containers

Company Progress
Since the formation of the company we have experienced continual and sustained
growth. Plans recently fulfilled have seen this growth and development gain further
momentum through the following;

•

Launch of our new company website including German and Spanish versions.

•

The formation of our new Export department
to service our ever increasing number of
International customers. We are working
closely with UKTI amongst others.

•

The establishment of our new UK Headquarters boasting 12,000 sq/ft of assembly
area and storage plus a further 40,000 sq/ft yard and a self-levelling dock.

•

The implementation of our new and updated quality and process control procedures
ensuring we supply the best product at the best price.

•

E-Commerce via an online shop on our new website www.cargopakltd.com.
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Supermarket & Retail

Supermarket & Retail
Large quantities of FMCG’s to move daily, high value items, clothing and footwear or
simple boxed items to transport, we have designed and built solutions for all of these
and more…….

2 Sided Demount

2 Sided Euro A Frame

Nesting Z Frame

3 Sided A Frame

3 Sided Plastic Base

Full Security A Frame

Unit in Operation in a Store
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Fulfilment Equipment
We have a wide range of standard and bespoke equipment solutions for all products to
be supplied and picked in the modern store environment. We have a full system
solution inclusive of trays and boxes for smaller items in conjunction with picking
trolleys for larger or internet orders.

Instore & Picking Equipment

Instore and Picking Equipment

Plastic Containers

Internet Picking Trolley

Bespoke Internet
Picking Trolley

Small Double
Platform Trolley

Customer Equipment
Expanding our range we are also now able to supply you a variety of wire and plastic
customer baskets, DIY style and shopping trolleys…….

Plastic Shopping Baskets

DIY Platform Trolley

Metal Shopping Baskets

Trolley

Plastic Pull Along
Shopping Baskets

Bespoke Trolley
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Laundry

Laundry
As the leading manufacturer we supply all the major linen and work wear contractors fo
the major hotels, hospitals and factories in the UK. So if you need a Laundry cage or
service Trolley we have the solution for you.

Rigid Laundry Cage

Plastic Clad Laundry Cage

Drop Down Gate Laundry Cage

Food Service Distribution

Food Service Distribution
Ambient, chilled or frozen our Roll Containers are designed and built to meet the
demands of these environments......

3 Sided Nesting A Frame
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Jumbo Roll Container

4 Sided Nesting A Frame

Do you need to move components to and from the production line, deliver to the
customer or the dealership, we have a range of containers and storage units ideal for
all your automotive parts.

Automotive Roll Cage

Full Security Heavy Duty

Automotive

Automotive

Foldable Pallet Box

Postal & Parcel
Delivering or collecting mail and packages, small and light or heavy and bulky, delicate or
awkward shaped parcels and packages, our cages can handle them all. Handling in a
postal centre or transporting to a collection centre Cargopak deliver the solution.

3 Sided Plastic Mail Cage

Large Distribution Cage

4 Sided Rod Infill Parcel Cage
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Features & Benefits

Cargopak offer a comprehensive range of equipment for
many applications, these are now shown in the following
pages. The cages come in a variety of options 2,3,4,
sided and fully enclosed cages, with optional additional
features and benefits as shown below:
Identification
• Health & Safety sticker
• Embossed company
nameplate
• Tube Marking
• Bar code label

Shelving
• Integral Hinging or
• removable shelf
• split shelves
• Internal dividers

Design Features
• Gated cages with
Ergonomic hand holes
• Noise reduction kits
• Liners /covers

Castors
Plastic base option
• noise reduction
• strong durable design
• easily cleaned
• colour coded and stamped
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• Castor options including
rubber or sandwich for
smooth running noise
reduction or higher load
capacity

Nesting A Frames
2 Sided Nesting A Frame

3 Sided Nesting A Frame

4 Sided A Frame

Standard A Frame Features
• 737mm(w) x 860mm(d) x 1676mm(h)

• Bright zinc electroplated finish

• Tubular mild steel construction

• 50mm x 50mm x 3mm mesh or steel rod infill

• 125 Nylon castors 2 fixed and 2 swivel
Available options on all units:
• Integral or removable shelf

• Liners or cage covers

• Mesh or rod infill

• Noise reduction castors

• Id nameplate

• Braked castors

• Identification tube stamping

• Retention straps

Full Security A Frame

3 Sided Plastic Base

Full Security Plastic Base

• 737mm (w) x 860mm (d)
x 1676mm (h)

• 737mm (w) x 860mm (d)
x 1676mm (h)

• 737mm (w) x 860mm (d)
x 1676mm (h)

• Tube frame construction

• Tube frame construction

• Tube frame construction

• 4 mesh sides and lid

• 3 mesh sides

• 3mm thick mesh on all panels

• Integral folding shelf

• Optional integral folding shelf

• 125mm diameter white castors
2 fixed and 2 swivel

• 125mm diameter white nylon
castors 2 fixed 2 swivel

• Hand hole bends fitted in the gate
main frame

• Zinc plated finish

• Zinc plated finish

• 125mm diameter white nylon
castors 2 fixed 2 swivel

• 500kg capacity

• 500kg capacity

• Plastic floor and shelf
• 500kg capacity
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Nesting Cages

Tall Security Nesting A Frame

Bespoke Units

Large 2 Sided Nesting A Frame

• 737mm (w) x 860mm (d)
x 1900mm (h)

• 1120mm (w) x 770mm (d)
x 1775mm (h)

• 1200mm (w) x 1500mm (d)
x 1750mm (h)

• Full height cage to maximise
vehicle fill

• 25mm x 2mm steel tube back
and sides

• 25mm diameter tube frame with
steel rod infill

• 50mm x 25mm x 3mm mesh infill

• 19mm box section gate frames

• Hinging rod floor panel

• Split opening front gates

• 75mm x 75mm mesh infill

• Integral hinging shelf

• Galvanised sheet steel base

• 125mm diameter polyurethane
castors 2 fixed and 2 swivel

• Integral hinging lid

• 125mm polyurethane castors

• 125mm polyurethane castors
2 fixed and 2 swivel

• Bright zinc plated

• Nameplate

Nesting Z Frame

European Style A Frame

• Available as a 2, 3 or 4 sided version

• 665mm x 800mm x 1840mm

• 760mm(w) x 846mm(d) x 1822mm(h)

• 600kg load capacity

• 600kg load capacity

• Available as a 2,3 or 4 sided version

• ‘Z’ base roll cage, full metal or plastic hinging load platform
• 2 fixed castors and 2 swivel castors

• Fully nestable with units of a similar
construction

• Castors positioned in each corner for a more balance unit

• Available with steel rod or mesh infill

• Manufactured with steel rod or mesh infill

• 125mm diameter 2 fixed & 2 swivel
castors

• Bright zinc plated
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• Bright zinc electroplated silver
finish

• Bright zinc plated silver finish

Demounts & Rigids
Demountable Roll Cage

Plastic based Roll Cage

4 Sided Bolt Rigid Cage

• 710mm(w) x 805mm(d)
x 1690mm(h)

• 710mm(w) x 800mm(d)
x 1650mm(h)

• 795mm(w) x 690mm(d)
x 1675mm(h)

• 2,3,4 sides in filled with steel rods
and support rods

• Reinforced plastic based unit

• 19mm tube diameter frame
with rod infill

• 125mm diameter white nylon
castors - 2 fixed and 2 swivel
• Castor options include non
marking rubber castors as well
as braked castors
• Optional extra gates or retention
straps
• Optional removable shelf

• 2,3,4 sides in filled with steel rods
and support rods
• 125mm diameter white nylon
castors - 2 fixed and 2 swivel

• Gate options include full height
or half drop
• 125mm white pp castors

• Zinc plated finish

• Bright zinc plated silver finish

• Optional extra gates or retention
straps

• Optional removable shelf

• Optional removable shelf

Jumbo Roll Container

Rigid Distribution Cage

3 Sided Plastic Mail Cage

• 1200mm(w) x 800mm(d)
x 1700mm(h)

• 710mm(w) x 800mm(d) x 1650mm(h)

• 660mm(w) x 850mm(d) x 1500mm(h)

• 25mm tubular steel side and back
frame

• Nesting unit when not in use

• Half drop gate on one long side

• Steel rod vertical infill with flat steel
supports

• Integral rear braking system

• 125mm diameter castors - 2 fixed
and 2 swivel

• Heavy duty box frame load deck in
filled with steel rods

• Option to be bolt rigid on assembly

• Fork lift channels fitted underneath
the base superstructure

• 4 sides in filled with horizontal and
vertical steel rods

• Castor options include non marking
rubber castors as well as braked
castors
• Zinc plated finish

• Plastic based unit
• web retaining straps
• Galvanised finish
• 125mm diameter rubber castors
2 fixed and 2 swivel

• 125mm rubber non marking castors
• Optional retaining straps for the front
• Painted finish to a colour of your choice
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Instore & Picking Equipment

Plastic Baskets, Wire Baskets and Containers
We supply a full range of plastic and wire shopping baskets and stands.
These can be supplied in various colours, finishes, capacities and styles.
In addition we have an extensive range of plastic containers, including nestable, stacking, rigid and collapsible.
Our containers have found applications across a range of industries and sectors.

Supermarket Trollies

Internet Picking Trolley

• New to our portfolio of products

• 610mm(w) x 1050mm(d)
x 1107mm(h)

• Available in a variety of
configurations

• 6 Tray Pick Shelves

• Range of capacities

• Scanner Basket

• Various castor options

• Bag Hanger and Basket

• Range of handle and component
colour options

• Strong but lightweight box
construction
• EPC or BZP Finish
• 4 x 100mm Grey Rubber
Tyred Swivel

Bespoke Internet
Picking Trolley
• 5 tier unit
• 25mm x 25mm box
section frame
• 3 Internal shelves plus
1 top platform
• 50mm x 50mm x 3mm
mesh infill
• A4 clip board
• 1 x pen holder
• 4 x poly castors 2 fixed
and 2 swivel
• BZP Silver finish
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Garment Rails
DIY Platform Trolley

Small Double Platform Trolley

Large Store Picking Trolley

• 750mm(w) x 1431mm(d)
x 1000mm(h)

• 730 x 490 x 860mm

• Double level picking trolley

• First deck height at 170mm from
first deck

• Handles at each end for ease of
movement

• Chipboard or wire load platform

• Second deck height at 680mm
from first deck

• 3 sided mesh infill for product
retention

• 2 front swivel castors and 2 rear
fixed castors or all swivel castors

• Loading space between two
decks at 470mm

• Plywood load deck/optional steel
base sheet

• Zinc plated finish

• Handle height at 860mm made
from seamless steel tube

• 125mm diameter castors

• Nestable units for space saving
• 40mm x 20mm x 2mm oval tube

• 4 x 100mm rubber castors
2 x fixed, 2 x swivel

• Painted finish to a colour of
your choice

• Loading capacity of 150kg
• Loading decks manufactured
from PP

Nesting Z Frame Garment Rail

Nesting Z Frame Garment Rail

Tote box compatible Garment Rail

• 1220mm (w) x 500mm (d)
x 1800mm (h)

• 1220mm(w) x 500mm(d)
x 1800mm(h)

• 1280mm(w) x 600mm(d)
x 1860mm(h)

• Store friendly ergonomic design

• Store friendly ergonomic design

• Suitable to carry 3 x tote boxes

• Tube push frames for better
control and ease of movement
castors

• Tube push frames for better
control and ease of movement

• 4 x 100mm single bolt swivel
rubber castors

• Adjustable centre rail

• Adjustable centre rail

• Nestable construction for space
saving benefits

• 40mmx 40mm x box section frame
uprights and base

• Nestable construction for space
saving benefits
• 125mm stem fitting rubber castors
all swivel
• Bright zinc electroplated
silver finish

• 125mm stem fitting rubber castors
all swivel
• Bright zinc electroplated
silver finish

• Adjustable centre product rail with
additional optional height
positions
• Zinc plated finish
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Laundry Cages

4 Sided Laundry Cage With Drop
Down Gate

Drop Down Gate Laundry Cage

Double Gate Laundry Cage
With Liner

• 900mm(w) x 650mm(d)
x 1600mm(h)

• 805mm(w) x 650mm(d)
x 1535mm(h)

• 720mm(w) x 850mm(d)
1750mm(h)

• Welded rigid cage complete with
half drop front gate

• Top hinging gate drops vertically
to save space

• 4 sided bolt rigid unit

• Galvanised sheet base

• Fixed lower section

• 125mm diameter castors

• 25mm diameter tube frame

• Rod infill side panels including
customer logo sticker plate

• 500kg load capacity

• Rod Infill

• Bright zinc electroplated finish

• BZP silver plated finish
• 125mm diameter rubber castors

• Double side opening gates

• Optional lid inc half hinging for
top loading
• Internal liner
• 125mm diameter castors
• 500kg load capacity
• Bright zinc electroplated finish

Plastic Lined Laundry Cage

Laundry Cage SSG008

Laundry Cage SSG007

• 720mm(w) x 850mm(d) 1750mm(h)

• 900mm(w) x 720mm(d)
x 1750mm(h)

• 960mm(w) x 665mm(d) x 1660mm(h)

• 4 sided double gate unit
• Plastic lining panels with a steel
frame and steel box supports
• Optional lid inc half hinging for top
loading
• 125mm diameter castors
• 500kg load capacity
• Bright zinc electroplated finish

• 4 Sided weld rigid cage

• 4 Sided weld rigid cage with drop
down gate

• 25mm diameter tube frame
rod infill

• 25mm diameter tube frame with rod or
mesh infill

• 3/4 High hinging front gate

• Plastic load deck supported by a heavy
duty steel base frame

• Fixed lower section complete with
plastic retaining panels
• Plastic load deck supported by a
heavy duty steel base frame
• 150mm diameter rubber castors
• 500kg load capacity
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• Facility for an Id sticker and nameplate
• 150mm rubber castors
• Can be fitted with a liner

Laundry Cages
2 Gate Laundry Cage

4 Gate Laundry Cage

• 893mm(w) x 475mm(d)
x 1510mm(h)

• 915mm(w) x 620mm(d)
x 1605mm(h)

• 4 sided rigid cage

• 4 sided rigid cage

• Mesh infill

• Mesh infill

• 2 locking gates

• 4 quarter gates for easy loading

• Solid sheet base

• Solid sheet base

• 125mm diameter rubber castors

• 125mm diameter rubber castors

• Bright zinc plated finish

• Bright zinc plated finish

Bespoke Laundry Cage with
Hanging Bar
• 915mm(w) x 620mm(d)
x 1605mm(h)
• 4 sided rigid cage
• Mesh infill
• 4 quarter gates for easy loading
• Solid sheet base
• 125mm diameter rubber castors
• Bright zinc plated finish

Plastic Laundry Cage

Self Levelling Container

Plastic Laundry Cage With Shelves

• 900(w) x 700(d) x 1650(h)
(O/H 1800 mm)

• Various size options
• Spring loaded rising platform

• 1240(w) x 720(d) x 1555(h)
(O/H 1780 mm)

• Medium density polyethylene

• Optional load capacities

• Medium density polyethylene

• Various colour options

• Various colour options

• Various colour options

• Baseboard - 9 mm retex and 14s
gauge Aluminium

• 100mm or 125mm diameter
swivel castors

• Steel box section base frame support
• 5” nylon fixed and swivel castors

• 5” nylon fixed and swivel castors

• Single zipped with 2 puller curtains

• Double flap, twin zipped curtains

• 2 aluminium shelves

• 4 handles
• Optional towing arm (at extra cost)
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Stillage & Pallet Cages

Wire Frame Stackable Containers

Pallet Convertors

High Volume Pallet Convertor

• 1200mm(w) x 1000mm(d)
x 1000mm(h)

• 1200mm(w) x 1000mm(d)
x 1000mm(h)

• Unit fits around a standard UK pallet

• Lightweight but durable
construction

• Pallet fits around a standard uk
pallet

• 800kg load capacity

• Stackable with steel angle
stacking points

• Half drop gates to 2 sides

• Half drop front gate

• Fully collapsible when not in use to
save storage space

• Fully collapsible when not in use
to save storage space

• Lightweight but durable construction

• Weight greatly reduced compared
to a standard stillage
• Bright zinc electroplated finish
• Stackable
• Half drop front gate
• Fully collapsible when not in use
to reduce storage space required

• Outerframe from 25mm diameter tube

• Bright zinc electroplated silver finish

• Bright zinc electroplated silver
finish

Stillage Mesh or Sheet sided

Post Pallets

Oversize stillage

• Stackable rigid 4 sided Stillage

• Rigid or demountable corner
posts

• 3000mm(w) x 1000mm(d) x 1000mm(h)

• Various sizes available

• Half drop gate on the longside
• Mesh infill

• Rigid lower gate section with a drop
down upper gate

• Heavy duty steel angle corner
posts and main frame
construction

• Mesh infill or sheet steel infill

• Stackable

• Sheet steel load deck

• Sheet steel load deck

• Sheet steel base or inner frame
only

• Painted finish

• Epoxy powder coated or wet spray
finish to a colour of your choice

• Painted finish

• Various sizes available
• Heavy duty steel angle corner posts
and main frame construction
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• Lightweight but durable
construction

• Stackable with steel angle
stacking points

• Heavy duty steel box frame construction

• Fork guides or pockets for safer lifting

Parcel Cages
Automotive Roll Cage

Large Distribution Cage

Heavy Duty Sortation Cage

• Automotive Parts Distribution
Roll Cage

• 1170mm(w) x 1040mm(d)
x 2060mm(h)

• 1200mm(w) x 1000mm(d)
x 1900mm(h)

• C Frame Nesting Roll Cage

• Split half height stable door
style gates

• Heavy duty steel angle main frame

• Heavy Duty Construction
• Plastic Deck

• Mesh infill on all panels

• solid sheet steel base

• 3 Folding Side Gates

• Galvanized sheet base

• Painted finish

• 1 Swinging Full End Gate

• Optional fork lifting pockets

• 150mm Heavy Duty Castors
2 Fixed & Swivel

• 125mm diameter castors

3 Sided Parcel Depot Picking Cage

4 Sided Rod Infill Parcel Cage

4 Sided Mesh Infill Parcel Cage

• 1200mm(w) x 1200mm(d)
x 1800mm(h)

• 1200mm(w) x 1000mm(d)
x 1900mm(h)

• 1200mm(w) x 1000mm(d) x 1900mm(h)

• Steel angle main frame construction

• Steel rod infill parcel cage

• Split side opening front gates

• Rod infill

• Split side opening front gates

• Solid sheet steel galvanised base

• Inclined sheet steel base load deck

• Solid sheet steel or mesh base

• Full perimeter skid base for safe lifting

• Full perimeter skid base

• Full perimeter skid base for safe
lifting

• Painted finish

• 125mm castors all swivel (braked
optional)

• Steel rod infill

• Zinc plated finish

• Mesh infill parcel cage

• Painted finish

• Painted finish
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Export

Export
With a new department dedicated to servicing our export customers,
Cargopak is building upon years of success in supplying
internationally. While we remain focused on developing business with
our European customers, we have expanded our scope of activities
globally in response to the growing number of enquiries received.
Our UK, European and Chinese production facilities ideally position
Cargopak to supply materials handling equipment worldwide. In an
increasingly global market, the efficiency and flexibility provided by
our international production capabilities means that we can supply
the required equipment, on time and at a competitive price wherever
your business operates.
If you require further information or assistance on our export
activities in Europe, The Middle East, South America and Africa or
for general export enquiries, please contact our UK Headquarters or
visit our new website:

www.cargopakltd.com
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“to provide quality service, quality products and more
quality service”

Environmental policy
Cargopak Ltd work closely with both local council
guidelines and recycling companies to ensure that where
possible all waste materials are disposed of correctly and
with the minimum of environmental impact.

POLICIES & ETHICS

Mission statement

Employment policy
Cargopak and its associated overseas manufacturing
partners are regularly assessed to ensure that there is no
forced or bonded labour.
The work place is a safe environment with every care taken
to minimise potential accidents and injuries.
Child labour will not be used, wages are paid to the
national minimum and are for a standard working week and
that overtime hours are not excessive or compulsory.
We also work hard to ensure that no discrimination is
practised, no inhumane treatment is allowed and that
workers are informed and allowed all benefits and rights
entitled to them.

Quality procedures and Disaster
Recovery
Cargopak as a company make every effort to maintain the
highest standards both operationally and in our products
and as such we operate a rigorous quality and process
control procedure.
Cargopak are in the unique position to have multiple
production facilities and as such if there is a disaster such
as a fire in one building we have sufficient operational
capacity to ensure minimal disruption.

Product Guarantee
Cargopak offer offer a minimum 12 months guarantee on
all its products. The full details of this guarantee can be
found in our full terms and conditions which will be issued
with all orders.
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Cargopak

CARGOPAK REGIONAL OFFICES:
China
Cargopak Matrix
Qinghai Plaza
Shenzhen
China
e: david_matrix@188.com
w: www.cargopakltd.com
Australia
Steve Bawden
SRA Logistics Australia
11 Luisa Ave
Dandenong South 3164
t:+ 61 437 099 330
e: srala@y7mail.com
w: www.cargopakltd.com

CARGOPAK HEAD OFFICE:
Unit 24, Dosco Industrial Estate, Ollerton Road,
Tuxford, Nottinghamshire, NG22 0PQ
t: +44 (0)1777 322100
e: sales@cargopakltd.com
w: www.cargopakltd.com

